Congratulations on your purchase of the high-quality PUCCINI EYEWEAR
sunglasses. The collection includes high-quality sunglasses with polarized lenses
and comfortable frames. Sunglasses, from the point of view of the provisions on
the conformity assessment system, are personal protective equipment. Each pair
of PUCCINI EYEWEAR sunglasses is CE marked, which means that all glasses in
accordance with Regulation (EU) 2016/425 of the European Parliament and of
the Council and amendments in accordance with EN ISO 12312-1. Also read the
maintenance instructions before using the sunglasses. Following its provisions will
ensure that the glasses will not lose their properties.

APPLICATION AND RESTRICTIONS FOR USE.
PUCCINI EYEWEAR sunglasses guarantee protection against harmful UVA and
UVB radiation up to 400 nm. However, they do not serve as protection against
artificial light sources, for example in tanning beds, or for use as eye protection
against mechanical damage. They should not be used for direct observation of
the sun. PUCCINI EYEWEAR sunglasses are also not suitable for driving at nightfall
or at night. If your sunglasses have a filter category of 4, they are not suitable for
driving or wearing on the way. The shock resistance of the PUCCINI EYEWEAR
sunglasses complies with EN ISO 12312-1. They are not indestructible and for
that therefore do not protect against eye injuries. FRAMED TO PERFECTION SP.
Z O.O. SP. K. excludes all liability for possible damage that occurs due to improper
use. STORAGE. To prevent your lenses from scratching, it is best to store your
sunglasses only in a case that is designed for it. The glasses must not be stored in
direct sunlight or at very high or low temperatures.

CLEANING
Be careful when cleaning glasses! Remove dirt by blowing gently on it. Polish
the lenses with a soft cotton cloth or a special lens cloth. In order to protect your
glasses, the manufacturer attaches a case and a cloth to each pair. Do not use
paper towels or other materials containing wood fiber or other fibers cleaning
materials.

SCOPE OF PROTECTION
Check the glasses for possible damage before use. If the lenses have scratches
or other blemishes, they should be repaired or replaced. Otherwise, FRAMED TO
PERFECTION SP. Z O.O. SP. K. cannot guarantee sufficient protection against harmful
sun radiation. Use only original spare parts for repairing glasses at an authorized
Optical Shop which is a retail distributor of PUCCINI EYEWEAR glasses or a service
at entity responsible - FRAMED TO PERFECTION SP. Z O.O. SP. K.

LENS SPECIFICATION AND PROTECTIVE FILTERS
The filter is the basic feature of sunglasses, indicated on the frames, lenses or in
the attached instructions. The filter guarantees protection against dangerous solar
radiation. The eye perceives visible radiation in the wavelength range from 380 to
780 nm. Ultraviolet (UV) radiation belongs to the invisible radiation and is divided
into three groups: UVA with a wavelength from 315 to 400 nm, UVB from 280 to
315 nm and UCV from 100 to 280 nm. Radiation below 400 nm is a threat to our
eyes, and appropriate filters provide protection. Polarizing filter - sharpens the
image, eliminating unnecessary reflections and glare of light from shiny surfaces.
A perfect solution for drivers, it increases driving safety. Thanks to the polarization
shield, the colors are real and the eyes are less tiring - PUCCINI EYEWEAR
sunglasses with this filter are labeled “polarized sunglasses”. Recommended
filter, among others sailors and skiers, because they protect the eyes from light
reflecting from snow or water. The lenses correspond to optical class 1 and have
been tested in accordance with EN ISO 12312-1.

The relevant filter category and light transmittance can be found in the table
below:

CATEGORY 0
80% - 100%

Sunglasses

CATEGORY 1
43% – 80%

CATEGORY 2
18% – 43%

Very limited protection
against solar glare

Limited protection
against solar glare

General purpose
sunglasses

Good protection
against solar glare

CATEGORY 3
8% - 18%

High protection
against sun glare

CATEGORY 4
3% - 8%

Very dark, special
sunglasses, very high
protection against
solar radiation. Very
high protection
against glare from the
sun, for example at
sea, in snow, in high
mountains or in the
desert
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